
Acuity ELM Essentials is the best-in-class, peer-proven 

SaaS enterprise legal management solution that 

provides a transformative suite of e-billing and claims 

management tools. So you can reduce spend, increase 

productivity, leverage top-shelf analytics, and improve 

spend outcomes for your claims litigation teams.

Cost-effective e-Billing:

• Are you paying for manual review of bills?

• Sending back invoices because there are 

discrepancies on billable services?

Robust Claims Management:

• Are you tracking claims in a spreadsheet 

or across multiple inboxes?

• How do we get quick access to knowledge 

and law firm communications to attorneys?

• Is your primary method of analysis 

downloading files from siloed data  

sources only to consolidate and build 

reports manually?

• Need customized reports dependent  

on stakeholders?

Document every step of the invoicing and 

payment process with flexibility to your 

agreements, including enforcement of your  

billing guidelines and adjustments. Seamlessly 

integrate with your claims and AP systems.

Centralize your case details. Track the full  

lifecycle of every claim. See the big picture  

across your entire portfolio of cases and  

claims.

Confidently make more outcome-driven  

decisions with real-time insights, including 

capturing trends, forecasting and predicting 

spend. Help the team answer complex questions 

and generate more favorable outcomes.

Why Acuity ELM 
Essentials for 
Claims Defense?

Easy-to-build Analytics & Reporting:

Save up to  
30% in legal 

expenses.  
It’s validated by a 25-year  

track record of  
client satisfaction.
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Outcome-focused, logical 
interface, quick-to-implement,  
claims department solution.

• Do you need to compare your firm’s 

performance against the work you’re 

sending over?

• Are you constantly following up on 

pending litigation and escalations in  

order to complete your work?  

• How many people, externally and 

internally, and how much time are  

you spending on any given claim?

Mitratech is a proven global technology partner for corporate legal, risk & compliance, and HR professionals 

seeking to maximize productivity, control expense, and mitigate risk by deepening operational alignment, 

increasing visibility, and spurring collaboration across their organization. That helps them rise to the 

challenge of serving the evolving needs of the modern, dynamic enterprise.

 
For more info, visit: www.mitratech.com

Provides real-time insight to help distinguish 

top-performing firms, highlight strengths, 

identify areas of improvement, and allow you 

to more efficiently choose the best firm for  

the job.

Use a streamlined solution that allows 

staff counsel and claims professionals to 

collaborate, increase visibility and time-to-

value, and provide a better overall claims 

experience.

Optimized spend management:

Increase process successes:
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